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Greenwood Village – May 25, 2020 
  
ARGUS International, Inc., the global leader in specialized aviation services, is pleased to announce the selection of 
AirNav Systems to provide global flight and ground aircraft tracking services.  The partnership between ARGUS - 
TRAQPak, and AirNav delivers the next generation in aviation market intelligence.  
  
Using realtime and historical flight tracking data, TRAQPak provides the most targeted and strategic information available. 
The TRAQPak and AirNav alliance makes TRAQPak a single-source for ground aircraft tracking including gate-to-gate, 
real-time ADS-B, FAA SWIM, and EUROCONTROL data coverage.  Additionally, aviation professionals can now receive 
enhanced Intercontinental, European, US, Canadian and Caribbean coverage, resulting in the best in web-based market 
analysis and flight tracking to analyze current and historical aircraft activity trends.    
  
“The accuracy of TRAQPak’s proprietary data, combined with AirNav’s global ADS-B network will provide a more 
comprehensive view into new markets for TRAQPak and enhance our visibility into existing markets”, said Joe 
Moeggenberg, CEO of ARGUS International. Inc.  “This new collaboration ensures the industry’s best live flight activity 
tracking program just got better with AirNav data.”  
  
The AirNav System has an extensive history of developing and producing software for the aviation industry. Their 
comprehensive real-time flight tracking and monitoring systems are used by over 25,000 airports, aviation professionals, 
and aircraft enthusiasts throughout 170 different countries. 
  
Andre Brandao, CEO/Founder of AirNav Systems, added, “The services that make both organizations exceptional 
individually are a perfect match and set the stage for a long-term and fruitful collaboration.”  
  
Visit https://www.ARGUS.aero/TRAQPak-FlightTrackingSoftware/ to experience the TRAQPak software.  
  
About ARGUS International Inc.  
ARGUS International, Inc. (ARGUS) is the worldwide leader in specialized aviation services that allow organizations to 
improve their operational and business decision making with software solutions. ARGUS provides a collection of safety 
audits for both the business aviation and commercial aviation sectors. ARGUS Charter operator ratings are the most 
recognized and requested independent source of overall operator quality in the business aviation space. ARGUS 
subsidiaries include ARGUS PROS, the leading provider of onsite safety audits, and PRISM, a worldwide leader in safety 
management systems, certification, and consultation services. ARGUS was founded in 1995 and headquartered in 
Colorado.  To learn more about ARGUS International, please visit www.ARGUS.aero 
  
About AirNav 
AirNav Systems (http://www.AirNavSystems.com) An industry pioneer with over 20 years of experience in the flight 
tracking industry, AirNav Systems has a proven track record of providing affordable and reliable Flight Data & ADS-B 
tracking services to customers worldwide. Government agencies, airlines, and airports are some of the public and private 
sector clients that the company serves. AirNav Systems also owns one of the largest ground-based ADS-B networks in 
the world, boasting over 15,000+ receivers in 170+ countries and processes over 1+ billion flight data messages per day. 
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